
ILAGO Fall Meeting 
October 16, 2015 
 
Present: Lisa Tegethoff (chair), Sarah Ralston (incoming chair), Tracy Scharn (past chair), Pam 
Kessinger, Bryan Miyagishima, Jennifer Snoek-Brown, Amy Hofer, Susan Dahinden, Mark 
Peterson, Jackie Ray, Jackie Partch (by phone), Michele Burke (technology officer, second 
half). 
 
New OASL chair is Nancy Sullivan. Lisa has served as our liaison to OASL. How can we best 
connect with them? What expectations do we/they have? Bryan: community colleges are natural 
outreach partners for K-12. ACRL-OR is interested in building connections with school 
librarians, and sponsors workshops at OASL’s fall conference. Scholarships are available for 
presenters via ACRL-OR and through LIRT. 
 
People shared strategies for working with school librarians/teachers: provide instruction at their 
school or at the college/university, create handouts they can use. It’s difficult to connect with 
school librarians, and sometimes easier to connect with the teachers of the credit-bearing 
course.  
 
Jackie Partch: IL @ public libraries is often informal; she queried others and they would be 
interested in presenting on how to incorporate IL in computer classes they offer; they are 
interested in learning more about things like Max Macias’ presentation on IL and cultural 
competence, and Kael Moffat’s presentation on brain-based learning. Public libraries have 
history of collaborating with K-12 schools. Perhaps that’s a strategy to connect public-school-
academic. Public libraries may already be supporting college students w/o academic libraries 
knowing about it -- that’s where students go because it’s familiar and nearby. Try to attend staff 
meetings at local libraries and do other outreach.  
 
Threshold concepts: how are people implementing them? Seems there is no common 
approach. In some cases, current practices may already reflect new threshold concepts but they 
use different language. At EOU they are currently working on embedding them in the 
curriculum. People can use threshold concepts in addition to the previous IL standards: they are 
not a replacement. 
 
Oregon School Library Standards were adopted by Oregon Dept. of Education last year, and 
now they are working on mapping the proficiencies to grade levels.  
 
Reading apprenticeship: Emphasis on metacognition relates to the ACRL threshold concepts. 
Helping students learn how to read in different ways across the curriculum, and in different 
situations. Articulate the thinking process as you’re looking at search results with a class, why 
did you pick one source over another? What are you looking for when you read a particular 
source? Social aspect: students work together a lot, but they need to be able to communicate 
when they encounter barriers, learn how to work past them. Parallels Common Core’s close 
reading approach.   
 
Summit 
OLA pre-conference or post-conference (so it’s on a Saturday) is an idea worth exploring. OLA 
conference committee would be our contact to explore this option for 2017. Need to consider 
the cost of rented space if we pursue this option. School librarians are much more likely to go to 
OASL fall conference, so we should still make connections to their event. 



 
What is the identity of the Summit? We emphasize practical focus (workshops, collaboration), 
while also keeping an eye on larger statewide picture.  
 
Proposals committee: Pam K., Mark P., and Jennifer S-B.  
 
LIRT and ACRL-OR are potential sources for scholarship money for presenters. ILAGO will look 
at offering a scholarship for a library school student or early career librarian to attend.  
 
Local arrangements: Sara Q. Thompson. Bryan M. can help because he has info from last time 
we were in Bend. Lisa will look into whether a hotel will give us a conference rate.  
 
Keynote Idea: Jordan Terriere @ OSU did her thesis on Accelerated Learning. Lisa will ask 
Vicki Tolar-Burton for her opinion on this. Other ideas: draw from 4-year partners -- Anne-Marie 
Deitering, Dale Vidmar. Jennifer S-B. Potential themes: collaboration, accelerated learning, 
student affect, OER. 
 
We may want to consider offering breaks between the morning sessions since folks like to ask 
questions, talk amongst themselves, or mull over the info just presented. Just so as not to rush 
folks through to the next session. 
 
Afternoon workshop ideas: OER (community colleges partnering with high school, other 
projects, how to get a grant for this work), accelerated learning, cultural literacy in IL, extension 
of the keynote. 
 
Amy’s notes from OWEAC presentation on OER: 
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1D7Fhtf4QXTxk_4fv5lEzd0EZvDcmMmm8UNmK0EJ_qAk
/edit?usp=sharing  
 


